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Abstract.

Data are presented from the EISCAT

and Walker [1972].

Their results

showed that

in

the presenceof suchcollisions the ion-velocity

(EuropeanIncoherent Scatter (Facility)) CP-3-E
experiment which showlarge increases in the
auroral zone convectionvelocities (> 2 kms-1 )

distribution

over a wide range of latitudes. These are larger
than the estimated neutral thermal speed and
allow a study of the plasma in a nonthermal state
over a range of observing angles. Spectra are

equilibrium) whensubjectedto dc electric fields
of the type observedfrequently in the auroral

presented which showa well-defined central peak,
consistent with an ion velocity distribution
function which significantly departs from a
Maxwellian form. As the aspect angle decreases,

the central peak becomesless obvious. Simulated
spectra derived using theoretical expressions

for the'O
+ ionvelocitydistributionfunction

based on the generalized relaxation collision
model, are comparedwith the observations and
showgood first-order,
qualitative agreement. It
is shown that ion temperatures derived from the
observations, with the assumption of a MaxwellJan
distribution

function,

are an overestimate

of the

true ion temperature at large aspect angles and

function

would become anisotropic

and significantly distorted from a Maxwellian
form (usually associated with thermal
regions.
For moderate electric

fields

the distribution

function can be reasonably represented by a biMaxwellian, which can be described in terms of

the perpendicular and parallel (with respect to
B) ion temperatures, Tñand T,. St-Maurice and
•chunk [1973, 1974] evaluated distribution
functions for the simple relaxation collision
model and found that at heights where the ionneutral collision frequency is considerably less

thanthe ion•g•rofrequency
(typicallyaboveabout
160 km), the O velocity distribution

toroidal

when the electric

field

will

become

exceeds about 40

mVm-• . However, it is nowwidely accepted that
the relaxation

model is a very simplistic

picture

an underestimate at low aspect angles. The

of collision

theoretical
distribution
functions
have been
included
in the "standard"
incoherent
scatter

Carlo techniqueto evaluatethe 0+ velocity

radar analysis procedure, and attempts have been
made to derive realistic
ionospheric parameters
from nonthermal plasma observations. If the

expressions for the distribution

function are

extended to include mixed ion composition,

a

significant improvementis found in fitting some
of the observed spectra, and estimates of the ion
composition can be made. The non-Maxwellian
analysis of the data revealed that the spectral

processes in the high-latitude

ionosphere. Barakat et al. [1983] useda Monte-

distribution,
model (i.e.,

for a more realistic collision
a mixture of resonant charge

exchangeand polarization scatter interactions).
They showedthat toroidal distribution

functions

could indeed form, but only for much larger
electric
fields than had been predicted before

(typically > 80mVm-•).

St-Maurice et al. [1976] made observations of
non-Maxwellian distribution
functions using a

shapedistortion parameter,D*, wassignificantly

Retarding Potential Analyzer (RPA)on board the

higher in this case for molecular ions than for
atomic ions in a thin height slab roughly 40 km

limited

thick. This would seemunlikely, if the main

molecularionspresentwereNO
v. Wetherefore
suggest that N formed a significant proportion
of the molecularions presentduringthese
obse rvat i OhS.
1.

The role

Introduction

of ion-neutral

collisions

AE-C satellite.
value

These, however, were only of
for

three

reasons:

First,

information was only obtained in the field-

perpendicular plane; second, it was not possible
to resolve O+ and NO+ ions when the ion

temperature was very large (resulting from local
frictional
heating), and hence the RPA studies
could not include the more highly distorted
distribution
functions; and third, the spatial-

temporal ambiguity problem of satellite
was first

introduced into the study of high-latitude

data did

not allow studies of the temporal evolution of
the nonthermal plasma.
Pertaut

et al.

[1984]

described

tristatic

ionospheric ion-velocity distributions by Schunk

EISCAT (European Incoherent Scatter (Facility))

Copyright 1989 by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.

showed strong evidence for a bi-Maxwellian
velocity distribution and a clear temperature

incoherent

Paper number88JA03289
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scatter

radar

observations

which

anisotropy. Lovhaugand Fla [1986] later
presented temperature anisotropies which on
occasion reached values which implied non1439
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Maxwellian ion velocity distributionsß Ramanet
al. [1981] predicted the effect of the nonMaxwellian distribution
function used by StMaurice et al. [1976] on the spectra of
incoherent scatter signals. Hubert [ 1983, 1984]
has presented a refinement of the analytic method
used and similarly predicted the incoherent
scatter spectra. The first ground-based
observations of non-Maxwellian plasma were

presented by Lockwoodet al.

[1987] using data

of Nonthermal

Plasma

2.

Winser et al.

Observations

[1987] described experimental

data which showed the existence

of non-thermal

plasma for an extendedperiod (• 1 hour) in a
time sector consistent with the model predictions
of Lockwood and Fuller-Rowell
[1987a, b]
following a sudden increase in cross-cap

potential.

The observations were madeon August

27, 1986, using the EISCATcommonprogram CP-3-E
and will

form the basis

of the work described

from the EISCAT observing program UK-POLAR,where
the angle (•) between the direction of the radar
beam and geomagnetic field remained large and

here. CP-3-E is a latitude scanning program where
the beam scans in a plane approximately

spectral forms predicted by Ramanet al.

perpendicular to the magnetic L shells, with a
cycle time of 30 min. The 17-position cycle

fixed (roughly73.5ø). This workshowed
the

and Hubert

[1984]

and that

[1981]

nonthermal

allowed measurements of plasma parameters over a

distributions
could last for periods of at least
several minutes. Winset et al. [1987] presented
further

results

from the EISCAT radar

which

showed that nonthermal plasma could exist

range of viewing angles with respect to the
geomagnetic field (w) from 0 to 73 deg and
invariant

in a

quasi-steady state (for periods up to I hour) and

latitudes,

^, from 61 to 72.5 deg at a

height of 275 km. The beamsof the remote
receiving stations at Kiruna and Sodarkkyla

how the observation of such plasma is very
sensitive to aspect angle. They also showed that
the interpretation
of such data with the
assumption of an isotropic Maxwellian

intersect
the beam of the transmit/receive
antenna (located at Tromso) at 275 km for all

distribution

hence allowed the instantaneous perpendicular

estimates

function

by Ramanet al.
Hubert

leads

to

erroneous

of the plasma temperatures as predicted

[1984].

[1981] and later confirmed by
Other recent

observations

of

nonthermal plasma by EISCAT have been reported by
Moorcroft and Schlegel [1988] and Lockwoodet al.
[1988, also Incoherent scatter
of non-Maxwellian ion velocity

radar observations
distributions
in

17

positions. This gave direct measurementsof three
independent componentsof the bulk ion drift and
electric

field

vector

to be determined

without

the temporal and spatial homogeneityassumption
inherent in the con•nonly used "beam-swinging"
technique.

The period of interest

is that between 1300

and 1400 UT where the electric

significantly

field

enhanced, yielding

was

ion velocities

as large as 2.5 kms-• over 5 deg of latitude at

the auroral F region, submitted to Journal of

the beam intersection

GeophysicalResearch, 1988].
In this paper we attempt to analyze the data
presented by Winset et al. [1987] using the
theoretical
distribution
function described by
Raman et al. This type of fit has been carried
out previously by Moorcroft and Schlegel [1988];
however, their observed spectra were very noisy,
and their analysis suffered severely because of
this. A comparison between the results presented
here from the non-Maxwel1ian analysis and those
deduced from an analysis which assumesan
isotropic Maxwellian distribution
function, shows
that the derived "Maxwellian" ion temperature,

Tim, is an overestimate of the true ion

of Winset

et al.

height (refer

to Figure 2

[1987]).

From simple theoretical considerations it is
found useful to define a parameter, D', as the
ratio of the relative ion-neutral drift velocity
and the neutral thermal speed, or

iVp-Vl,

--

•-(2kTn/m
n)

Vth

whereVp andV_n
are the plasmaandneutral
veloci:•les respectively, Tn is the neutral
temperature, mn is the neutral mass, k is

temperature at large aspect angles but is
underestimated for low aspect angles. We have
also extended this work by including the effects
of mixed ion composition in our analysis, which
has not previously been attempted before. This
shows that on occasions a significant
improvement
can be found in fitting
the observed spectra when
allowances are made for the presence of molecular
ions. Finally,
we show that the distribution
function described by Ramanet al. adequately

Boltzmann's constant, and Vth is the neutral

describes

MaxwellJan velocity distribution
is not a
threshold effect: Departures from a MaxwellJan
form will occur in the presence of any electric
fields for the simple relaxation model case.
It was possible to estimate the neutral
thermal speed for this period with the assumption
that the neutral temperature was equal to the ion

first

the true distribution,

order,

and 75o

at least

to a

for aspect angles between about 35

ß

In section 2 we give an overview of the data
discussed in this paper and briefly describe the
procedure for fitting non-Maxwellian spectra.
Section 3 describes the initial
results of trying
to

fit

the

observed

non-Maxwellian

data

with

the

assumption
of a pure 0+ ionosphere.In section 4
we discuss the effects of a mixed composition on
the theoretical
spectra and the problems this
introduces in the data analysis. Finally, we
summar
i se our findings in sect i on 5.

thermal speed.
The values

of D' for

which non-Maxwellian

or

toroidal plasmas may be observed are not yet
fully known. Departures from a bi-Maxwellian are
apparent for the relaxation model whenD' > 0.75,
however, Barakat et al. [1985] concluded that
toroidal distributions would only form for much
larger ion drifts, typically D' > 1.5. We should
point out however, tha• the formation of a non-

temperature for the periods in•nediately before
and after,

when the electric

fields

were small

and steady both in magnitude and direction. This
can be further •ustified since the value derived
a&reed wel 1 with that obtained from a global,
time-dependent, three-dimensional coupled
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ionosphere-thermospheremodel (T. J. Puller-

recently

Rowell et al.,

scatter

Interactions

between neutral

to those prevailing

these observations

function

at the time of

[Lockwood and Fuller-Rowell,

smiler
than the magnitudes of the observed ion
flows, and so this day provides an almost perfect
data set to study nonthermal plasma over a large
range of aspect angles.
et al.

[1987]

concluded

that

the

distributions

(Incoherent

of non-Maxwellian

ion

in the auroral F region,

1988) and will not be discussed any further
here.) The expression for the distribution

1987a,
b]. Vth was estimated to be 1.04 +_0.05 km
-1
s (for Tn = 1050+_100 K). This is considerably

Winset

observations

submitted to Journal of GeophysicalResearch,

GeophysicalResearch,1988) run undersimilar
conditions

by M. Lockwoodet al.
radar

velocity

thermospheri c compos
i t i on and the po1ar
ionosphere using a coupled ionospherethermosphere model, submitted to Journal of
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ion

velocity distribution
function for this period
was non-Maxwellian and possibly toroidal.
This
was based on (1) the shape of the observed
spectra, (2) the observed ion temperature
anisotropy, and (3) the estimated values of D'.
We now wish to extend this work by showing the
results of fitting
the observed nonthermal
spectra using a variant of the algorithm
developed by Ramanet al. [1981] to estimate the
velocity distribution
function for the
"generalized relaxation model", as has recently
been done by Moorcroft and Schlegel [ 1988] and
Suvanto et al. (Analysis of incoherent scatter
radar data from non-Maxwellian F region plasma,

submitted to Journal of Atmosphericand
Terrestrial Physics, 1988) (hereinafter referred
to as "submitted"). The algorithm has been
improved in that lengthy integrations are now
performed analytically rather than numerically

can then be expanded to include

the

adjustable parametersD' and T*, the values of
whichhave to be determinedempirically. D• is
described as a shape distortion parameter and is
equal to zero for a Maxwellian distribution

function and approximately 1.2 for an 0+ torus in
the field perpendiculardirection. T• determines
the

width

of

the

distribution

and acts

in a

similar wayto Ti in a Maxwellian
case.T* = Tn
for a pure relaxation

collision

process but can

also be expressed
in termsof Ti andD* as
follows;

T* = Ti/(1+ 2/3D*•)

(3)

The parallel and perpendicular temperatures for
the distribution
function given by Ramanet al.
[1981]

are

T, = T*

(4)

Tñ = T*(1 + D*•)

(5)

Tf = T*(1 + D*•sin•)

(6)

The current standard method of analyzing
incoherent scatter radar data is to compare the

[Suvanto, 1988], which reduces the computation

observed spectra with theoretical spectra derived
using isotropic Maxwellian velocity distributions

time and is more suited to fitting
of observed spectra.

electron and ion temperature using a least

large numbers

squares fitting

The average (three-dimensional) temperature,
Ti (defined from the meansquare of the speedof
can be expressed in

terms of the one-dimensional temperatures T, and
TI (defined from the mean square of the parallel
and perpendicular velocity components

respectively)

as follows:

(1)

Similarly, a one-dimensional line-of-sight
temperature, Tf, can be defined for any given
direction at an angle w to the geomagnetic field
using the expression

Tf = T,cos2•+ T•sin2w

(2)

We have adopted the definitions of temperature
(both one- and three-dimensional) as given by
Raman et al. [1981] and Moorcroft and Schlegel
[1988]. In circumstances where the plasma is

isotropic then TI, T,, Ti and Tf will all be
equal; however, in the presence of large electric
fields these can be different by up to several

1981]. From (1)

•477•2)
it can
beseen
thatTi=Tffor•=
,

For sufficiently
large electric fields the ion
velocity distribution
is expected to become nonMaxwellian.

(The mechanisms which result

density

and

technique. The distribution

relaxation model described by Raman et al.
[1981], calculated using the semianalytic

approach of Suvanto [1988]. We have introduced a

fourth parameter,D*, in the fitting procedure

and in the

first

instance

in such

distributions
are discussed in some detail by StMaurice and Schunk [1973, 1974, 1979] and, more

assumed that

the

ionosphereat 275 kmconsistedsolely of O+ ions.
The analysis programwas then run, fitting for
Ne, Te, D", and Ti (whichincidentall• gave the
sameanswers as fitting

Ti = (T,, + 2T•)/3

hundreddegrees [Ramanet al.,

for electron

function was replaced by that for the generalized

2.1. Fitting non-Maxwe
11tan Spectra

the random ion velocity),

and deduce values

for Ne, Te, D , and Tf).

Details of the implementation of the Suvanto
[1988] spectrum synthesis routines in our IS data
analysis program have been given by Suvanto et
al. (sulznitted,1988).
3. Parameters

Fitted

From

Non-Maxwe11i an Spectra

Figure 1 shows the observed incoherent scatter

spectra from Tromso(at 275 km) for positions 3
to 10 (covering a range of aspect angles from 0

to 71o) in the scanperiod 1300to 1330UT. These

are reproduced from Figure 3 of Winset et al.
[1987] and have been postintegrated for the dwell

period of the radar in each position (typically
100 s).

Because of the nature

of the data

gathering process it is not possible to put error
bars on the measured spectra; however, a careful
study of the individual spectra at the basic time
resolution of 10 s revealed precisely the same
features that are presented here but with
stochastic
Winset

noise added. Reference to Figure 2 of

et al.

bulk ion drift

[1987]

will

show that

the measured

at positions 3 and 4 was not
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Fig. 1. Incoherent scatter spectra observedat altitude 275 km in positions 5
to 10 of the EISCATexperiment modeCP-3-E between 1300 and 1330 UT on August
27, 1986. Superimposed on these are the best fit,

theoretical,

non-Maxwellian

spectra with the assumptionof a single-species (O+ ) ionosphere(broken
lines).

unusually large, and it is clear that the
observed spectra are characteristic
of Maxwellian
velocity distributions.
On the other hand, the
convection velocities measuredat positions 5 to

10 were considerably enhanced(• 2 km s-J). The

corresponding spectra show a well-defined

central

derived) than would be obtained by fitting

the

measured spectra with synthesized spectra which
assume a Maxwellian line-of-sight
ion velocity
distribution.
There are, however, some very
important features of the observed spectra which

synthesized spectra for pure O+ plasmacannot be

peak at the greatest aspect angle (position 5),
which gradually decreases for decreasing w.
Superimposedon the observed spectra are the
theoretical "fitted" spectra derived using the
analysis procedure described above. Clearly,
there is very good qualitative agreement between
the measuredand synthesized spectra, with all
the main features reproduced. These give better

made to reproduce, most notably the well defined
"shoulders" clearly observed for position 5 in

(lower variance) fits to the observed data (and
hence plasma parameters are more accurately

described

the scan.

(Refer

to section

4 for

a more detailed

discussion on this point.)

Figure2 shows
fitted valuesof D* as a

functionof the bulk ion drift speed(V.p)using
data obtained during the period 1300 tU 1330 UT.
D' wasderived using the analysis procedure
above, which included

the distribution

function for O+ ions as described by Ramanet al
(1981).

As D' increases

above about

1.0

(estimatedto be nearVD = 1 kms-J), D• steadily
ri.ses, reaching
values-•round
1.1 for Vp= 2.5 km

s-'. This clearly indicates the nonthe-r•l nature
of the plasma when subjected to enhanced electric
fields.
It should be pointed out that this plot
is made up only from data taken at aspect angles
larger than 2•0 deg. This limit arises because the
expression for the distribution
function cannot

De

be used

for

look

directions

that

are

aligned or close to i t [Rama•net al.,

field-

1981], and

conseguently, at lower aspect angles, attempts to
fit D• are meaningless (see below, and Suvanto et
al. (submitted, 1988) ). Note that the scan
positions far to the north, where the aspect
angle is large but the ion drift was low [see

0•

Winsetet al., 1987], gave low D' values, with
low errors. This is a little
surprising from
visual inspection of synthesized spectra, as

variation of the spectraover the range0<D•<0.5

(km
sa)
Fig. 2. Fitted D' values as a function of the
bulk plasma drift

using data obtained between

1300 and 1315 UT on August 27, 1986. This plot
is made up only from data which were measured at
aspect angles greater than 30 deg.

is difficult

to discern.

However, the least

squares analysis of these data is showing that,

statistically•

obtained

the error

if

a significantly worse fit

D" is

bar,

increased

hence we believe

that

points for low ion drift are valid.
discussed further by Suvanto et al.
1988).

is

above the maximum of

these data

This point is
(submitted,
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drift magnitude(dashedline) and the fitted D'

3

values
{K}

•J
i'•Ti
Iim
I

(solid

line)

as a function

of ?.

This

illustrates
several points which are not obvious
from Figure 2: First, the convection velocities
were not significantly
enhanced in the
northernmost positions of the scan (refer to

Figure 2 of Winser et al.,

ß

[1987]),

and the

observed spectra in these positions were
characteristic
of a plasma in thermal
equilibrium.
It is important to note that the

(hi
A

non-Maxwellian
fits to these spectra produceD'

2

values that are low (• 0.1).

1.0!

deg (two values of 0.61 and 0.52 for aspect

(c)

1.0

anglesof 12.5 and2.5o, respectively) cannotbe

3

relied upon. This is because the spectrum in the
field-aligned
position is insensitive to
distortions

0"0.
5

- •,L1

(10/

,

S"1)

from a Maxwellian

form (at

least

for

the relaxation model)andD* can be any value
without significantly
spectrum. As a result

affecting the shape of the
of this limitation,
the

suspected
derivedvaluesof D*, Ti andthe

0

anisotropy (A) presented in Figure 3 have been
ringed to denote that these values should be
disregarded (see later discussion).

(d)

{K}

Second, the values

of D* fitted for aspect angles less than about 30

This feature of the non-Maxwellian analysis
has also been noted in recent attempts to analyze

•5

6 (deg.)

Fig. 3. Plasma parameters at 275 km altitude
a function of aspect angle (•). These were

as

derived from spectra observed in the period 1300
to 1330 UT on August 27. (a) Comparison of the
ion temperature derived from a single-species

non-Maxwelliananalysis (Ti) with that derived
from .the data using the standard analysis
roeShod, ,.whichassumesan isotropic Maxwellian

CP-3 data (over a range of aspect angles) where
the electric
fields were not as large as to
produce non-Maxwellian effects. Any results from
a non-Maxwellian analysis at aspect angles lower
than 30 deg should, therefore, be treated with
extreme caution, and, at least for the
generalized relaxation model, there is no

informationon D* on data for a line of sight

aligned with the magnetic field

direction.

Figure 3a comparesthe average (threedimensional) ion temperature derived from the
non-Maxwellian analysis, Ti (solid line), with
the temperature derived from an analysis which
assumed an isotropic Maxwellian distribution

ve[0city
distribution
(Ti•)
ci Comparison
(b)The
temperature
anisotropy,
A (=T•_/TH).
of the
fitted. D•:•values from a non-Maxwellian analysis
(sOlid line)' with the bulk plasma drift (broken
line) measured in each position. (d) Comparison

of Ti (sameas in Figure 3a) with the line-ofsight temperatures, Tf and Tfm, derived from the
non-Maxwellian fits (using equation (2)) and the
standard analysis program, which assumes an
isotropic MaxwellJan distribution,
respectively.
The points encompassedwith open circles on the

plots for Ti, A andD* shouldbe disregarded,as
the distribution
is

insensitive

function used in the analysis
to deviations

non-Maxwellian

function

fits

to

of aspect angle, •.

the

data

as a

The temperature

anisotropy factor, A (= Tœ/Tii), is plotted in
Figure 3b. This was obtained using (3), (4), and
(5) and shows values as high as 2.3 for the
largest observed convection flows. It should be
noted

that

this

is

not

based

on measurements

Tñand T, but is obtained from the fitted

betweenTim and Tfm is one of definition: Tim is

a three-dimensional temperature assuming an

(isotropic) Maxwellian, whereasTfm is a one-

of

values

lower aspect angles. Figure 3d shows that at all
but one aspect angle the distortion of the line
of sight ion velocity distribution
from a

Maxwellian gives Tfm, which does not in general
equal the real line of sight temperature, Tf, in
fact Tfm > Tf.
The equal values of Ti and Tf at • = 54.7 deg
are the natural consequenceof using onedimensional ion velocity distributions
at
different
aspect angles which are all correctly
normalized

and consistent

of D* and henceassumes
the generalized form of

dimensional

the

as is the
used here

relaxation

model

distribution

Note

Maxwellian distribution function. Tf is greater
than Ti for • > 54.7 deg and less than Ti for

direction.

Figure 3 sunmmrizesplasma parameters derived
from

line) and Maxwellian fits Tfm (dotted line).
that numerically Tfm= Tim; the difference

dimensional temperature which assumes a bi-

from a Maxwellian

in or close to the field-parallel

function, Tim (dashed line). Clearly, at low
aspect angles, Tim is an underestimate of the ion
temperature, whereas Tim overestimates Ti at
large aspect angles. in contrast, Figure 3d shows
Ti comparedwith the line of sight temperature,
Tf derived from the non-Maxwellian fits (dashed

function

adopted by Ramanet al. The validity of these
anisotropy estimates depends on the validity of
the adopted distribution
function and will be
discussed later. Figure 3c shows the bulk ion

ion velocity

with

the

distribution

one three-

function,

case for the Suvanto [1988] routine
and in the Raman et al.
[1981]

algorithm on which it is based. This is because
for any gyrotropic distribution function, Tf will
equal Ti at ? = 54.7 deg. However, the one-
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ion temperature

estimate Tim does not equal the Ti value at w =

Is(u} •.•F{O
+1
=0.0

54.70 but doesnear 440 (see Figure 3a.)
Note

that

the

three-dimensional

ion

temperature estimate, Ti , and the temperature
anisotropy,

A, are derived from line of sight

Ioø:
',

62.7ø

spectra, using the fitted D* with the assumption
that the ion velocity distribution
function is
described by the Ramanet al. [1981] form with T,

1.3
2000 K
Te=2000 K

= T*. This assumption
appearsto be at least

partially
vindicated by the success of this
distribution
function in predicting the aspect
angle dependence of the observed spectra [Winset
et al ', 1987]. The line of sight temperatures

(Tf), derived do not dependto any great extent
on the distribution
function form adopted
(Suvanto et al., submitted, 1988), and, from

Figure 3d and (2) (with the assumptionthat T,
and Tñ are constant over the scan) the aspect
angle dependenceof Tf gives roughly the same
anisotropy (• 2) as the individual data points in
the second panel, for the range of scan positions
(30 < w < 60 deg) for which the ion drift was
large but where • was sufficient to allow
determination of D* . Hence this too indicates
that the Ramanet al. [1981] ion velocity
distribution
is adequately representing the ion
velocity distribution
function, at least to first
order, and is certainly much better than an
isotropic Maxwellian. This is an important
finding because the only previous experimental
verification

of

this

distribution

function

came

from satellite
RPA data which only looked at the
field-perpendicular
velocity distribution
[StMaurice et al.,
1976]. Recent Monte-Carlo
simulations have indicated that more complex

distribution functions may be required, giving
l•a•_
ral lel ion temperatures which are not equal to
T and even distortion of the parallel ion
ß

,

velocity distribution
from a Maxwellian (J.-P.
St-Maurice, private communication, 1988).

However, from these observations we can say that
these must be second-order effects,

and

introducingD* with the simpleRaman
et al.
distribution
consistent

function produces a largely
set of temperatures.

•/k

Fig. 4. Synthesized spectra for a fixed look

direction but with different proportions of 0+
ions present. The fractional

composition of

atomicions,F(9+), variesbetween
0.0 and1.0.
In all

cases, D for both ion species were

equal, as were the ion and electron
temperatures.

F(O+),
1.O,
0.5,
0.•:plasma
respectively.
Spectralof
shape
for aand
pure
and thatThe
for
a pure NO
+ plasmaare veFysimilar, in fact, the
fitted

D* values for F(O') = 1.0 and F(NO+) = 1.0

under the same temperature and electron
conditions

density

should be the same. However, the

spectral powerdensities for the pure NO
+ case
are much higher,

and the spectrum is much

narrower. On the other hand, for F(O+ ) = 0.5

(equal proportionsof O+ andNO
+) the spectral
shape is very different.

In general,

there is, of

course, no reasonto expectthat D' for O+ and
NO
+ ions in a mixed compositionplasmashouldbe
the same [St-Maurice

et al.,

1976].

The analysis procedure described in section 3
was modified so that it had the capability of

fitting D' for two separate ion species, with the
assumption that the temperatures of both ions
were the same. This assumption can clearly be
questioned and may introduce errors in the

derived values of D• . However,the true

4. Effects Of Mixed Composition
On The Fitting Procedure
In

addition

to

increases

in both

the

ion

temperatureand D* due to enhancements
in auroral
electric fields, the local ion composition may
also change. The heating which results from the
large electric fields will cause an upwelling of
the neutral atmosphere, providing enriched
concentrations of O and N in the F region (see,

for example,Lathui•lere [•987] and references

therein).

In addition,

the rates of the ion-atom

interchange reactions betweenO+ and N or NOare

increasedunderconditionsof large electric
fields,

and hence NO* can exist in abundanceat

the EISCAT tristatic
intersection height of 275
km. The presence of such ions will also influence
the interpretation
of the observed spectra. This

point is illustrated
more clearly by the
synthesized spectra presented in Figure 4. This
shows three spectra for a plasma with electron

density of 4 x 10• m-3, electron temperature

equal
toTNO
the
temperature
ofD•oth
species
(Te
= TO+=
+ =
2000K) and
forion
both'
species
of 1.3, with a fractional compositionof 0+ ions,

relationship
between the temperatures of
different
ion species under conditions prevailing
during the time these measurements were made is
unknown, and assuming they are equal is a
reasonable first approximation. This problem
clearly represents an area for further study. To
simplify the analysis, the ion composition was
assumed and not fitted,
and fitting was carried
out for a range of composition values. The
analysis was performed on the integrated spectrum
observed at the intersection height in position 5
in the EISCATscan for different composition

modelsranging from F(O+) = 0 to F(O') = 1. This

spectrum was chosen because it was very
symmetrical and the individual spectra which were
averaged to produce it showedexactly the same
features. The results of the analysis are
presented in Figure 5. Clearly, the derived

asma
temperatures
areataminimum
when
apure

plasma is assumed. These increase steadily as
the proportion of molecular ions is increased,
with differences of nearly 2000 K in electron
temperature and 1300 K in ion temperature arising

betweena pure O+ and a pure NO
+ plasma(top

panel). Reality is probably somewhere
between
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Fig. 5. Fitted values of (a) ion and electron

temperature•d (b) D* for both atomicand

Fig. 6. As Figure 5, but at an altitude

molecular ions as a function of ion composition.
These results were obtained from an analysis of
the integrated spectrum obtained at 275 km in
scan position 5 of the EISCAT CP-3-E experiment
on August 27 (refer to Figure 1). The bottom

km.

of 295

Figure 5. Second,it occursat F(O+) = 0.85,
which

is

consistent

with

a reduction

in

the

panel showsthe fit variance (arbitrarily
normal ized to unity at its maximumvalue) as a
function of composition. The integration period

molecular ion content with increasing altitude.

was 110 s, and the aspect angle remained fixed

are still

at 62.7o. The error bars representthe maximum
uncertainty

obtained in the derived parameters.

these extremes, and the bottom panel may well be
a good indication of what this is. It illustrates
the fit variance as a function of composition,
showing a very well defined minimumat about
F(O+) = 0.75. The fact that the derived
temperatures show no strange behavior at the
minimum in variance testifies
to its reliability.
Note that the minimum fit variance is roughly

half that for either pure O+ or pure NO
+ plasma.
The middle panel of Figure 5 shows the fitted

values of D' for both species as a function of
composition. As with the derived temperatures,
'there

are

features

no discontinuities

or anomalous

at the composition where the minimum

variance occurs. However,for the best fit, D•
for NO+ is significantly higher than that for 0+ .
In fact, the plasmamust be morethan 75FoNO
+ for
this

not

to

be the

case.

A similar non-Maxwellian analysis was
attempted on the gate immediately above the

intersection height (centered at 295 kin), and the
results are presented in Figure 6. The general
behavior is very similar to that presented in
Figure 5. There are, however, some important
differences.
First,
the minimum in fit variance

(although unique) is not as pronouncedas that in

The derived values of D' for NO
+ , althoughlower

than
thecorresponding
inFigure
significantly values
larger shown
than those
for 05•
(for F(NO+) < 0.7),

at

the

minimum

which reduce to almost zero

variance.

Figure 7 shows the electron temperature
profile observed while the antenna was in
position 4 of the scan cycle, that is, the scan
position in•nediately prior to that described
above. Reference to Figure 2 of Winset et al.
[1987]

shows that

the measured electric

fields

were not unusually large in this position. It is
expected that the enhanced electric fields
observed in position 5 of the scan would have
little

effect

on the measured electron

temperature profile

(i.e.,

the electron

temperature deduced assuming a MaxwellJan

distribution function (Tem) = Te). It might
therefore be expected that the electron
temperature profile in this position should be
very similar to that observed in position 4.
points denoted by the open circles and marked "a"
and "b" on Figure 7 represent the electron
temperatures derived from the non-Maxwellian
analysis of the data (at position 5) which gave
the minimum variances as presented in Figures 5
and 6. The horizontal lines represent the range
of temperatures derived for a composition which

varied betweenF(O+) = 0.0 and 1.0. Clearly the
"minimum variance" points lie very close to the
profile observed in the previous position,
indicating that these fits are more reliable that
those for different
compositions.
The analysis procedure was repeated for the
two gates in•nediately below the intersection
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4.1. Relevance
of D* for MixedSpecies
The above analysis revealed that at altitudes

greater than about 260 kmthe values of D*
derived

for molecular ions were significantly

larger than those values derived for pure O+
ions. This differs

from the experimental results

of St-Maurice et al. [1976], whofoundthat D*
for NO
+ was only a fraction of that for O+. This
seems a more likely situation,
exchange is a very inefficient

since charge
production

mechanism
for NO
+ at F region heights.
Photoionization and chargeexchangebetweenO+
0
o

i

i

I

I

lOOO

2OO0

30O0

4OOO

I
5OOO

Fig. 7. Integrated electron temperature profile
measured

while

the

Tromso antenna

(2D and 2P states) andN are, however,major
productionmechanisms
fo} N +, with the latter
dominatingaboveabout270 •n [FoxandDalgarno,
1985]. The chemicallifetime of N + in the upper
F region is about 18 s, whichis •onsiderably
larger than the corresponding ion gyroperiod. It
ß therefore likely that when N + is produced in
•s

the presenceof large electric •ields, the

remained

stationary in position 4 of the CP-3-E scan
period 1300 to 1330 UT. The points marked "a"
and "b" on the plot are the electron
temperatures obtained at the minimumvariances

distribution
function will rapidly become
toroidal. The D* observations could therefore be

presented in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. The

observations

error bars on these two points represent the
range of temperatures derived from the non-

MaxwellJananalysis for F(O+) varying between
0.0

and

1.0.

height at position 5. These were centered at 256

an•.237
km.
Asbefore,
Teand
Ti were
m•nimum
for

F( ) = 1.0 and maximumfor F(NO*) = 1..
In both
cases the fit variance exhibited very little
change with varying composition; however, the

electron temperatures (for both heights) which
were closest to the temperature profile

presented

in Figure 7 occurredwhenF(O*) = 0.7 and 0.58,

respe?tively.Theanalysisalso revealedthat D•

for O• became larger than that for molecular ions

at

lower

altitudes.

Some of the features of the fits,

for example

the suddenvariations of D* in Figure 6, imply
that there could be two sets of solutions,
and
discontinuities
can occur when the fitting
procedure starts to iterate to a minimumof a
different
"valley" in the variance surface. In
this paper we do not attempt a survey of the
forms of these variance surfaces. However, the
results shown here were obtained by iterating

from 20 values for the initial D* (between 0 and
2), and in no cases did this cause a convergence
to another solution (i.e.,
along a different

valley of the surface). This was alwa;fs true
except at small aspect angles (w < 20u), where
the derived values ranged from near zero to about
3.0.

This

in turn

will

result

in erroneous

three-

dimensional ion temperature estimates, Ti, for
observations in (or close to) the field-aligned
direction. This point is demonstrated by (3) and
(6): The analysis programmewi 11 match the 1ine-

of-sight temperature,Tf, but if D* is in error
so wi 11 be Ti. This behavior and its causes have
been discussed by Suvanto et al.

[submitted,

explained if N + formeda significant proportion
of the molecularion contentduring the
presented here. However, what is not

understoodis whythe N + ions shouldoccur in a
narrowlayer centeredo•1about280 kmaltitude.
Hoffman et al.
observations
showed that

from
under

[1974] presented daytime
the ISIS 2 satellite
storm conditions
the

concentration of N + wasas high as 10• of the 0+
concentration at a• altitude of 1400 km. Brinton
et al. [1978] subsequently discussed measurements
from several passes of the AE-C satellite
which

showedthat similar proportions of N + exist at
about 300 km, near the latitude/time'sector
corresponding to the observations described in
this paper. It is therefore not too implausible
that up to 25• of the ion concentration in a

narrow height range near 275 kmcould be N +

although
thiswould
betheexception
rathe•%han
the rule. The electron density was observed to
drop by a factor of about 2 during the period of
enhanced electric fields, probably owing to the
increase in recombination rates resulting from
the upwelling of the neutral atmosphere and
enhancement

in

coefficients.

chemical

This will

rate

in turn rapidly destroy

therefore

increasing the fractional

composition

of any N + ions that were present.
4.2. ComparisonBetweenSingle Species
and Mixed CompositionFits
Finally,
we consider the effects of
introducing a mixed ion composition into the
routines

which

distribution

calculate

functions,

the

non-Maxwellian

which are used to

construct the synthesized spectrum for comparison
with the observations. Consider in particular the
spectrum observed at the intersection height in
position 5 of the scan. Reference to Figure 1
illustrates
that the simulated spectrum which

assumesa single (O+) ion species is
qualitatively

changes in D" produce very small changes in the
spectra, and these can easily be lost in random

However, the well-defined

is why the ringed points in Figure 3 must be
disregarded.

reaction

O+ ions in preference to molecular ions,

1988]: Basic.ally, at low aspect angles, large

spectral noise and D* cannotbe determined.This

which

similar to the observed spectrum.
shoulders (a

characteristic
feature of non-Maxellian spectra)
which occur near the phase velocities of the
upshifted and downshifted ion acoustic waves in
the observed spectrum are not reproduced at all.
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Fig. 9. The integrated incoherent scatter
spectrum observed at position 5 in the scan,
superimposedon (a) the best fit MaxwellJan
spectrumobtained with the standard analysis
method, (b) the best fit spectrum obtained with
Fig. 8. Synthesized spectra for a plasma with
equal proportions of atomic and molecular ions,

a single-species, non-Maxwelliananalysis, and
(c) the best fit spectrum obtained with a
two-ion non-Maxwellian analysis.

equal
ionand
electron
tempera•tureS,O+aspect

angle fixed at 62.7 deg, and D• for
ions
fixed at 1.3 but D* for molecular ions varying
between

0.0

and 2.0.

spectrum fitted to that observedat the
intersection height in scan position 5. Figure 9

There is a very subtle tradeoff betweenenhancing
the shoulders and changing the slope of the sides

shows the observed spectrum and the best fits
a Maxwellian distribution
function, a single

for

of the spectrum.In the single speciescase it is
not possibleto improveonewithout (adversely)

species non-Maxwelliandistribution function, and
a mixed compositionnon-Maxwelliandistribution

affecting

mixedcomposition
(F(O+) = F(NO
+) = 0.5) with
fixed D' for O* ions (= 1.3) andvarying D' for

best fit is a compromise
betweenreproducing the
ratio of the central peak to the ion acoustic
shoulders and the slope of the spectrum sides,
and, although it reproducesthe general shape

ions to be greater than that for atomic ions,

quite well, it cannotmimicthe detailed shape

the other.

Figure 8 showsthe effects on the spectrumof

molecularions. This also allows D' for molecular

whichwassuggested
in the data. For I•o+ = 0.0
the spectrumis very similar to the single
species simulation shownin Figure 1. It is also
very difficult to distinguish this spectrumfrom
a MaxwellJanspectrumcharacteristic of high ion

temperature.
AsD•O+is increased,the central

peak becomes
muchsharper, and "shoulders"start

to form, but without muchchangein the slopes of

the spectrum
wings.OnceD•O+comes
close to or
exceeds
D•, the changes
in the spectrum
are very
much
moreenhanced
thantheyare for lowD•O+.

function.

As mentioned before, the single species

near the peak. The mixed composition spectrum, on
the other hand, producesa muchmore favorable
comparisonwith the observations. This also
removesany ambiguity that the observedspectrum
might arise from an abormally high ion
temperature. Manyattempts were madeto simulate
the observed spectrumwith the assumptionof a
single ion species, all of which failed to

produceas gooda comparison
as could be obtained
with a mixed species composition.
5. Conc1usions

This means that the spectral shape is not very

sensitive to compositionwhenthe molecular ion
distribution

is much less distorted

from a

MaxwellJan than the O+ ion distribution.

However,

when the molecular ion distribution
is equally as
distorted as or more distorted than that of the

We have briefly described a technique which
will allow us to analyze incoherent scatter radar
data obtained during the presence of very large
auroral

electric

fields

which can result

atomic ions, the spectral shape is very sensitive
to the composition, which is why such "goodfits"
were obtained in Figures 5 and 6, allowing
estimates of the fractional composition to be

distribution
distribution

made. M. Lockwood et al.

and the spectra were calculated using the

(Incoherent

scatter

radarobserva•ons
of non-Maxwellian
ion velocity

in

significant distortions of the ion velocity
function from a Maxwellian form. The
function used in this analysis was

essentially that employedby Ramanet al. [1981],
algorithm developedby Suvanto[1988].

distributions•in the auroral P region, submitted
to Journalof•eophysical Research,1988) have

Data were analyzed using this method for a
period where the electric fields were
significantly enhancedand almost constant

on composition.
Thiswouldsuggest
either that D*

wide range of latitude and observing angles. A
comparisonof the observedand fitted spectra

found that performing a similar analysis to that
described above on spectra obtained with the UKPOLARexperiment provides no useful information

was less for molecular species than for 0+ ions

and hence that NO+ was the dominant molecular ion
during the periods when their measurementswere
made, or that the molecular ion density was too
small to significantly
affect the spectrum shape

At this point, it is worth looking at how the
of mixed composition affected

(assuminga pure O+ ionosphere)showsthat there

is a good qualitative

the

agreementbetween the

measurements and simulations with the general

features reproducedquite well. Fitted values of

D* were generally low (• 0.1) whenthe electric
fields

regardless of which molecular species were
present.
introduction

(yieldingplasma
drifts of about2 kms-• ) overa

were moderately small (in the range 25 to

50 mVm-•); however, whenthe bulk ion drift
increased aboveabout 1 km s-1 , D* increased to
values as large as 1.3.
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A comparison was made between the ion
temperatures derived from the non-Maxwellian
analysis and those derived assuming a Maxwellian
distribution
function. What is very clear is that
the

latter

will

overestimate

the

true

ion

temperature at large aspect angles and
underestimate it for smaller aspect angles. The
results also show that a clear temperature
anisotropy is present in the data.
Because of the insensitivity
of the incoherent
scatter spectrum to distortions in the
distribution

function

from a Maxwellian

form when

viewing along, or close to, the field-aligned
direction,
it is not advisable to use the method
described above to analyze data taken at angles

less than about30o to the magneticfield. Under

such circumstances

the non-Maxwel1Jan analysis

programwouldproduceD* valueswhichvaried
markedly(and appar?ntlyrandomly)for different
initial

values

of D".

This

can lead

to erroneous

estimates of the plasma parameters and in
particular the derived three-dimensional ion
temperature, Ti. This is not the case for large
aspect angles' For t• greater than about 30 deg•

of Nonthermal

after a lifetime

Plasma

of several •vroperiods, and so

it is expectedthat D* for N-• ions shouldbe

greaterthanD• for 0+.
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temperature, ion temperature (assumedto be equal

for both ion species considered), and D• for both

O+ and NO+ ions. This sometimessignificantly
improved the analysis and indicated that the best
fits

(minimum variance)

were obtained when the

presence of molecular ions was included in the
spectral synthesis routines. The proportion of
molecular ions which gave the best fits reduced
with increasing altitude from about 47Y• at 237 km
to

15Y. at 295 km.

Finally,

the non-Maxwellian analysis

indicated

that D* for the molecularions wassignificantly
higher than that for 0+ ions in a restricted
altitude region near 275 km. This is in conflict
with the experimental observations of St-Maurice

et al. [1976], whoshowedD' for NO
+ ions to be
much lower than for 0+ ions. This would seem the
more likely situation,
as charge exchange is an

inefficient methodfor producingNO
+ at the
altitude
of the measurements presented in this
paper. However, a visual inspection of the fitted
spectra confirms that a comparison between the
measurements and simulations was considerably
improved by including a mixed ion composition. We
believe that the solution we presented is the
best

that

could

be obtained

conditions and tentatively

under

reasonable

suggest that the

molecular ions present were not purely NO
+ but
rather a mixture of NO
+ and N +. Chargeexchange
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